### Monday

**Objective:** 8.5 TLW will review adding and subtracting rational expressions, Teks 2A.2.A, 2A.10.B, 2A.10.F  

**Warm-Up:** Solving a problem adding or subtracting a rational expression with unlike denominators.  

**Class Work:** Review – CHAPTER SUMMARY-PG 465 (ODDS)  
**SHOW Interactive CD that accompanies textbook.**  

**Homework:**  
**Due today** – Vocabulary sheet for chapter 6 and Test corrections  
**Due Wednesday** – Notebook check #1/C-5  

**Quiz 1** – TUES 2-26-08 (6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.6)  

**Test 1** = (6.3, 6.6, 8.4, 8.5) FRIDAY 2-29-08

### Tuesday

**Objective:** INTRO: 8.6 TLW will SOLVE RATIONAL EQUATIONS-PG 589-595  

**Teks** 2A.10B,2A.10C,2A.10D,2A.10.F  

**Warm-Up:** Study notes for quiz 1  

**Class Work:** Practice problems from homework  

**Quiz 1**– CYCLE 5 (20 MINUTES)  

**Homework:** Homework assignment – selected exercises.  

1-39 (E/O/O) + __________, Due friday 2-29-08  
**Vocabulary sheet- start- for chapter 8**  
**Due Wednesday** – Notebook check #1/C-5  

**Test 1** = (6.3, 6.6, 8.4, 8.5) FRIDAY 2-29-08

### Wednesday

**Objective:** 8.6 TLW will SOLVE RATIONAL EQUATIONS-PG 589-595  

**Teks** 2A.10B,2A.10C,2A.10D,2A.10.F  

**Warm-Up:** 5/10 Graphing a function  

**Class Work:** Group work – selected exercises from homework.  

**GAME = MATH JEOPARDY** (review in prep for Test 1)  

**Homework:** (1-50) odd + Vocabulary sheet (DUE friday)  

Extra practice – Taks review exercises (handout-1)  

**Test 1** = (6.3, 6.6, 8.4, 8.5) FRIDAY 2-29-08

### Thursday

**Objective:**  

**Test 1** = (6.3, 6.6, 8.4, 8.5) FRIDAY 2-29-08

**Homework:** Read 8.1 and 8.3 in preparation for next week.  
Finish tax review exercises handout 1-(do all exercises)